Live Music Calendar & Daily Events
 Monday
Tuesday
Tequila tasting at 6.00 pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Tequila is an elegant spirit of unique tastes and sensations that you
will want to remember always.
Our Tequila Tastings are guided by our experts, who will introduce
you into our culture and you will quickly acquire an appreciation of
the AGAVE world.
 Wednesday
 Thursday
Mexican Wine Tasting at 6.00pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Learn and taste our selected Mexican wine, paired by canapés from
our chef, while we give you an introduction to the main regions that
produce the best Mexican Wine and its different selection of grapes.
”La Bombonera”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Reggae- Fussion
Great Local Band playing a fussion-reggae-salsa. Akanda, his
main singer will get us to live a unique and unforgettable
experience. Latin rhythms played with love and passion will
make us feel exited and with the adrenaline up.
www.ziggybeachtulum.com

 Friday
“Cocoson”
7:30pm–9:30pm
Salsa & Caribbean Roots
Cocoson is a unique small band that sounds like a big salsa
orchestra. With the voice unique of Eleazar Ocaña.
Salsa is the product of various musical genres including the
Cuban son montuno, guaracha, cha cha chá, mambo, and to a
certain extent bolero, and the Puerto Rican bomba and plena.
Salsa also occasionally incorporates elements of rock, R&B, and
funk. All of these non-Cuban elements are grafted onto the
basic Cuban son montuno template when performed within the
context of salsa.
 Saturday
“Huarapo“
7:30pm–9:30pm Cumbia & Caribbean Latin Rhythms
Caribbean Latin Rhythm refers to music originating from Latin
America, namely the Romance-speaking countries and
territories of the Americas and the Caribbean south of the
United States. Latin American music also incorporates African
music from slaves who were transported to the Americas by
European settlers as well as music from the indigenous peoples
of the Americas. This band connect us with our Latin and
romantic roots.
www.ziggybeachtulum.com

 Sunday
Mezcal Tasting at 5.30 pm at Ziggy’s Bar
Our Mezcal experts will take you through sensory experience paired by
fruits, citrus and nuts.
Saxophone Sunset Session
Andrey Sax
6pm–9pm

Well they say that music is the soul of the party, for this, Andrey
Sax is an excellent saxophonist, so that our clients enjoy a good
musical repertoire from sunset to nightfall. This musician has a
history of more than ten years, in which he has been awarded in
international competitions in Moscow, Russia and has
participated in jazz festivals in the Riviera Maya, Cuba and
France.
Andrey Sax will put at your disposal a good musical repertoire
with which you and that you can fully enjoy his melodies. This
musician, lover of jazz, will offer you a serious, quality delight.
Among the genres that this musician has for you, are:
Classic
Jazz
Pop
Current
Versatile

www.ziggybeachtulum.com

